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During the synthesis of stanene monolayers, defects are inevitably present and always affect the properties. Here we used ab initio calculations to systematically investigate the structures, diffusion behaviors and related properties of several kinds of typical point defects, including the Stone–Wales (SW) defect, single vacancy (SV-1) and double vacancy (DV-1) defects. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images were also simulated to help experimentalists identify these defects in stanene. The investigation of structures and diffusion behaviors of the defects revealed that SW can be easily recovered by annealing due to its low reverse barrier, both SV-1 and DV-1 are the most stable SVs, the energetically favored DV-1 can be formed from two SVs coalescing together, and DV-2 can arise from DV-1 via bond formation by overcoming a diffusion barrier of 0.89 eV. The point defects exhibit nontrivial influences on the electronic properties of stanene: SW can open a direct gap in the energy band without harm to the high-velocity carriers, SV-1 makes stanene metallic, and SV-2 makes stanene an indirect or direct band gap semiconductor. Spin orbit coupling (SOC) effects have visible influences on the electronic bands, specifically the band gaps. Our theoretical results may provide valuable insights into the identification of point defects in further experiments and the understanding of their effects on the electronic properties and potential applications of stanene.

1. Introduction

Research into two dimensional (2D) layered materials, such as graphene, silicene, h-BN, boron sheets, phosphorene, and MoS2 has attracted much attention in recent decades due to their exotic electronic properties along with high specific surface area. Although the great success of graphene has inspired the “graphene age” in the fields of physics, chemistry and materials science and engineering, the zero gap and the negligible spin orbit coupling (SOC) of graphene are not desirable for applications such as magnetic semiconductors, topological insulators and optoelectronic materials. Meanwhile, as analogues of graphene, other group IV 2D materials have triggered enormous interest. Researchers have discovered new 2D hexagonal materials with an open gap for other elements of group IV: for instance, silicene and germanene, which are 2D counterparts of silicon and germanium bulk, respectively, have been fabricated in the laboratory; and recently, stanene, 2D tin of group IV, was grown on Bi2Te3 through molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method by F. Zhu et al. Moreover, theoretical calculation has predicted that monolayer stanene could also epitaxially grow on Ag(111) substrate.

Stanene has most of its structural and electronic features similar to its counterparts in group IV. Further theoretical studies indicate that, unlike graphene, a low-buckle configuration of stanene is more stable compared to the planar geometry, owing to the weak π–π bonding between the tin atoms. The buckling enhances the overlap between π and σ orbitals and stabilizes the system. Ab initio calculations indicate that freestanding stanene is a zero band gap semiconductor in the absence of SOC. The inclusion of SOC leads to a band gap of about 0.1 eV, and appropriate chemical functionalization results in a gap as large as 0.3 eV, making stanene a promising material to realize the 2D quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator that has time-reversal symmetry protected gapless helical edge states on the boundary. Furthermore, stanene could also exhibit enhanced thermoelectricity, topological superconductivity, and the near-room-temperature quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect. These properties of stanene could lead to further potential applications in spintronics and quantum computation.

Structural defects are unavoidable in any materials according to thermodynamics and have been identified in many nanostructures during growth and processing. Defects can also be deliberately introduced by physical methods such as...
stress, irradiation, and chemical treatments.\textsuperscript{31,32} Naturally, several theoretical calculations have shown the occurrence of either native or physically introduced defects in graphene and silicene,\textsuperscript{33-40} and these defects have been observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).\textsuperscript{12,13,32,40-44} Typical point defects studied in graphene and silicene were Stone–Wales (SW) defects and single and double vacancies (SVs and DVs).\textsuperscript{32,34,37-40,42-45} Depending on the formation energies of these defects and barriers on the diffusion paths, these defects might change to other defects by knock-off atoms, bond rotation, migration, and aggregation.\textsuperscript{33,37,38,40,42,46} The presence of defects affect the electronic properties\textsuperscript{32-34,36-39} but retain the nonmagnetic behavior (except SV defects in graphene).\textsuperscript{47,48} Essentially, a certain amount of defects, such as SW, SV and DV defects, must also exist in stanene. Accordingly, the study of the formation and transformation of the defects as well as their influences on electronic properties of 2D stanene should be significant. It has been reported that SV-2 and DV-1 could tune electronic structures of the stanene,\textsuperscript{39} however, to the best of our knowledge, little work has been systematically done to study the structures, diffusion behaviours and the influences on the electronic properties of these defective stanene.

In this work, we systematically studied several representative point defects in stanene sheet, including SW, SV and DV defects. Using ab initio simulations, the atomic structures as well as their simulated STM images were obtained. Furthermore, we investigated the formation energies and diffusion paths of these defects and their influences on the electronic properties of stanene, and SOC effects were considered during the study on the electronic properties.

2. Calculation methods

Our first-principles calculations were based on spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna \textit{ab initio} simulation package (VASP).\textsuperscript{50} The projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials\textsuperscript{22} were adopted to describe the core electrons and the exchange–correlation functions were described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).\textsuperscript{52} During all calculations, the kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV for the plane wave basis and the convergence criterion of $10^{-5}$ eV for total energy were used, while the force was converged within 0.01 eV Å\textsuperscript{-1}.

Firstly, the primitive cell of stanene was fully relaxed in terms of lattice constants and atomic positions. A large $5 \times 5$ supercell (23.36 Å × 23.36 Å) of stanene with a vacuum space of 20 Å in the $Z$ direction was built to investigate the effect of various defects. To obtain the defect diffusion paths and diffusion barrier energies, we employed the climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) method.\textsuperscript{53} For this section, the force criterion was set to 0.03 eV Å\textsuperscript{-1} for SW diffusion and 0.06 eV Å\textsuperscript{-1} for DVs diffusion. The Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling was performed using a $3 \times 3 \times 1$ k-point mesh including the $I$ point due to the large supercell.

3. Results and discussion

To characterize the stability of defects in stanene, the formation energy $E_f$ is defined as

$$ E_f = E_{\text{stanene}} - N \times E_{\text{Sn}} $$

(1)

where $E_{\text{stanene}}$ represents the total energy of defective stanene, $N$ is the number of stanene atoms in the supercell of defective stanene, and $E_{\text{Sn}}$ corresponds the energy per tin atom in a perfect stanene sheet.

A. Structures with the simulated STM images and their stabilities of point defects

First, several kinds of point defects of stanene, including SW, SV and DV defects, which were typically present in 2D hexagonal materials such as graphene and silicene, were studied in terms of stabilities and structures. Different from the planar structure of graphene, a low buckled structure is more stable for stanene from theoretical predictions and experimental observations.\textsuperscript{18,22} which is similar to that of silicene. As a result, it is difficult to identify defects in stanene using STM.\textsuperscript{18} Accordingly, we simulated the STM images of perfect and defective stanene at +1.0 V and −1.0 V bias, as shown in Fig. 1, to help recognize these defects in future experiments. To further study the probability of formation and thermodynamic stability of these defects, we computed their formation energies and listed them in Table 1, as well as the values of those in graphene and silicene sheet from the literature\textsuperscript{13,17,39,74-56} for comparison. Apparently, the formation energies (1.21-1.80 eV) of all these defects in stanene are lower than those in graphene (4.5-8.7 eV) and silicene (2.09-3.77 eV). This is resulted from the fact that binding energy of stanene is smaller ($E_b = 3.40$ eV for stanene vs. $E_b = 7.90$ eV for graphene and $E_b = 3.96$ eV for silicene). Thus, these point defects could be more easily formed in stanene than those in graphene and silicene.

At a finite temperature $T$, the average equilibrium concentration of point defects in stanene follows the equation

$$ N_{\text{defect}} / N_{\text{perfect}} = \exp(-E_f / k_B T) $$

(2)

where $N_{\text{defect}}$ is the number of defect atoms, $N_{\text{perfect}}$ is the number of total atoms in stanene, and $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. At room temperature,\textsuperscript{18} eqn (2) yields a low concentration of point defects in stanene, for instance, the concentration of SWs in stanene is $4.91 \times 10^{-21}$. Therefore, an approximately defect-free stanene sheet can be grown to a rather large scale at room temperature. The perfect stanene is shown in Fig. 1a. It is noteworthy that the bright spots are asymmetric hexagon in the STM image, which is a direct consequence of height variation as a result of buckling of the stanene sheet. Similar phenomena will be observed in defective stanene.

A local SW defect is formed by a Sn–Sn bond rotation of 90°, as depicted in Fig. 1b. The STM images of SW in stanene are difficult to correlate with the atomic structure, since the defect
atoms in different planes are very different from those of graphene showing easier-to-understand STM images. Because the two rotation atoms are located in the middle plane of the buckling stanene sheet, two local medium bright spots with a distance of about 2.72 Å can be observed in the STM image.

SVs are very common defects in 2D materials and have been experimentally observed in graphene and silicene. Two types of SVs in stanene, SV-1[55][66] and SV-2[3][555], are shown in Fig. 1c and d, respectively. SV-1[55][66] includes a sp³-hybridized central tin atom and our calculation shows that it has a formation energy 3 meV lower than SV-2[3][555] does. Interestingly, starting from removing one atom in pristine stanene, our optimization shows that in this way the most stable single vacancy in stanene is SV-2[3][555] defect, which has three bonding atoms. This is totally different from the most stable SV(5|9) defect in graphene, which has two atoms bonding together, or another kind of defect in silicene, which has three dangling atoms. The preference of SV-2[3][555] defect with three bonding atoms in stanene may be related to the bigger atomic number of tin atom and closer distance between the tin atoms. Since the formation energies of SV-1[55][66] and SV-2[3][555] are almost same (1.578 eV and 1.581 eV), both of them are the most stable SVs in the stanene, which is very different from those in graphene and silicene. As for their STM images, SV-1[55][66] is somewhat alike to a SW defect, which has one atom at the mid plane of the buckling stanene sheet. SV-2[3][555] has three local gray atoms in the middle that are a little darker than those original bright atoms. Since one atom is lost, other three atoms around it move to the mid plane with a tiny distance.

There are two types of DVs in stanene, namely DV-1[5|8|5] in Fig. 1e and DV-2[555|777] in Fig. 1f. Both of the DVs can be formed from SVs, owing to a remarkable energy reduction of coalescence of two SVs: the formation energies for DV-1[5|8|5] and DV-2[555|777] are 1.75 eV and 1.80 eV, respectively, which are 1.41 eV and 1.36 eV lower than those of two isolated SVs, respectively. DV-1[5|8|5] is the initial structure after two SVs coalesce together, and DV-2[555|777] can be transformed from DV-1[5|8|5] by bond rotation. However, different from those in graphene and silicene, DV-2[555|777] in stanene is not a more energetically favored construction, whose formation energy is 0.05 eV higher than that of DV-1[5|8|5]. Considering this tiny value of energy gain, there is still a great possibility to form a DV-2[555|777] defect. The STM image of DV-1[5|8|5] has four bright spots, indicating strongly localized electronic density around these defective atoms, similar to those of graphene and silicene. And for the image of DV-2[555|777], it can be distinguished by the three big heptagon at ±1.0 V bias and four medium bright atoms arrange in upright “Z” at −1.0 V in the STM image.

In summary, in comparison with graphene and silicene, the formation energies of point defects in stanene are lower. The
case of SW in stanene is similar to that of graphene and silicene. Both SV-1(55|66) and SV-2(3|555) are the most stable SVs in the stanene, different from the most stable SV(5|9) in graphene and SV-1(55|66) in silicene. Interestingly, DV-1(5|8|5) is more stable than DV-2(555|777), with a little lower formation energy about 50 meV, which is opposite to those in graphene and silicene.

B. Formation, diffusion and transformation of point defects

Atomic diffusion in 2D monolayer materials often happens, thus the point defects may form, aggregate, separate or transform at a finite temperature, which in nature is dominated by their kinetic diffusion barrier. In this section, to demonstrate the diffusion behaviors of typical point defects, we simulate the processes of a local SW defect taking shape from pristine stanene and an initial DV-1(5|8|5) defect changing into a DV-2(555|777) defect.

The energy profile and the structural images along the diffusion path of a local SW defect forming process are plotted in Fig. 2a. A Sn–Sn bond (highlighted by yellow color) rotation makes the SW defect. The rotation energy barrier site (labeled as TS) is calculated for about 1.23 eV, lower than that in graphene (~10 eV) and silicene (2.64 eV), implying a greater probability to get a local SW defect in stanene. It is noteworthy that the reverse barrier from SW back to pristine stanene is only about 0.02 eV, smaller than that in graphene and silicene likewise. Therefore, a pristine stanene would overcome 1.23 eV energy barrier and then become a local SW defective stanene; in turn, a SW defect is also easy to be recovered, due to the reverse transition barrier is as low as 0.02 eV. Based on this, we could speculate that the SW defect in stanene can be recovered by annealing at a suitable temperature experimentally.

C. Electronic properties of defective stanene

The electronic band structure and partial charge density of the conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM) are showed in Fig. 3. The pristine stanene monolayer is shown in Fig. 3a. Two energy bands cross linearly at the K(K=0) point. Thus, stanene is a QSH insulator, similar to graphene. The p and p* band form the so-called “Dirac cone”. Notably, inclusion of SOC opens an 80.0 meV band gap at K point. It is well known that the existence of local defects do affect the electronic properties significantly in graphene and silicene. As well in stanene, the study of the local electronic properties of typical point defects is important for adopting a systematic way to create a picture of the defective stanene.

Fig. 2 Energy barrier in diffusion path for (a) diffusion process from pristine stanene to SW defective stanene; and (b) from DV-1(5|8|5) to DV-2(555|777) defective stanene. Structural images along the diffusion path are plotted on the right panels.

Fig. 3 Electronic band structures (left) and partial charge density of CBM and VBM (right) of pristine and defective stanene: (a) pristine; (b) SW; (c) SV-1(55|66); (d) SV-2(3|555); (e) DV-1(5|8|5); (f) DV-2(555|777). The electronic band structures without SOC are plotted by blue solid curve and with SOC by red dash curve.
Fig. 3b shows for the SW defect. In comparison with that of pristine stanene, the SW defect increases the band gap by a small value of about 20.2 meV through breaking the hexagonal symmetry, and this value is enlarged to 63.5 meV, when SOC is induced. It is interesting that the stanene with a SW defect almost retains the linear dispersion relationship near the Fermi level. Thus, we could presume that a stanene lattice with a small amount of SW defects can open a small gap with little harm to the high-velocity carriers. This result may have potentials of application in ultrafast microelectronic devices.

The stanene with SV-1(55|66) defect is metallic, whose band structure shows two mildly zigzag bands crossing the Fermi level presenting a strongly localized character, as shown in Fig. 3c. When it comes to SV-2(3|555), it also has a significant effect on the band structure of stanene, as shown in Fig. 3d. The three bonding atoms induce an indirect band gap between $M$ point and $K$ point about 77.4 meV (72.5 meV with SOC). Furthermore, the band at $K$ point in VBM is similar to that in SW, but more localized.

In the case of DV-1(5|8|5), two nearly flat bands above and below the Fermi level bring a 30.8 meV (47.7 meV with SOC) indirect band gap at two points with a little distance between $K$ point and $I$ point, and completely destroy the Dirac point, as shown in Fig. 3e. Particularly, the band in VBM almost touches the Fermi level with just 4 meV short. As to the DV-2(555|777) (Fig. 3f), the band structure is similar to that in the case of SV-1(55|66), but slightly squashed and up shifted. One nearly flat band in VBM touches the Fermi level at a point between $K$ point and $I$ point and another band in CBM is above the Fermi level with 12.9 meV (19.8 meV with SOC) at same point, resulting in a direct band semiconductor. Meanwhile, the linear dispersion of pristine stanene at the Fermi level is disappeared. In general, SOC has visible influences on the electronic bands, specifically the band gaps, but does not change the band dispersions remarkably.

Moreover, the different phenomena of the STM images and configurations of electronic band can be understood by the projected density of states (PDOS) of some neighboring stanene atoms in perfect and defective stanene, as shown in Fig. 4. The selected neighboring stanene atoms are labeled in Fig. 1 with serial number of atoms. It is found that the energy bands nearby the Fermi level are mainly contributed by $5p$ orbitals of the atoms. For pristine stanene, the PDOS image is almost symmetrical, thus there are symmetrical bright spots in the STM images at $-1.0$ V bias (valence bands) and $+1.0$ V bias (conduction bands). And for defective stanene, the neighboring atoms around the defects almost all contribute to the valence bands and conduction bands, thus the neighboring atoms can be observed and recognized in STM images with both $-1$ V bias and $+1$ V bias. It is worth noting that the total DOS image is very similar between SV-1(55|66) and SV-2(3|555), as well as $5s$, $5p_z$, and $5p_x$ orbitals of selected atoms in PDOS, indicating that different electronic properties between two SVs are mainly due to the variations of influences from the $5p$ orbitals. In addition, when SOC is considered for calculating the total DOS of stanene around the Fermi level, there is little distinction between the calculation with SOC and without SOC, which is consistent with the inapparent influence of SOC on electronic band dispersions.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we performed DFT calculations to investigate the structures and diffusion behaviors of several typical point defects and their influences on the electronic properties of stanene. Besides, the STM images were also simulated to help experimentalists identify these defects in stanene. The formation energies of these defects in stanene range from 1.21 eV to 1.80 eV, all lower than those in graphene and silicene. In the case of SVs, both SV-1(55|66) and SV-2(3|555) are the most stable ones in the stanene. As for DVs, the initial structure DV-1(5|8|5) can come from two SV-1(55|66) coalesce together by releasing an energy of 1.41 eV, DV-2(555|777) can arise from a DV-1(5|8|5) via bond rotation by overcoming a barrier of 0.89 eV. Generation of a SW defect need to overcome an energy barrier of 1.23 eV, however it may be easily eliminated by an inverse bond rotation with activation energy of only 0.02 eV. The point defects have obvious influences on the electronic properties of stanene sheets. SW defects can open a small direct gap about 20.2 meV in energy bands and still retain the high velocity of carriers of pristine stanene. SVs would turn the semimetallic stanene into a metal or a semiconductor with an indirect band gap. DV-1(5|8|5) may open an indirect gap about 13 meV. When it comes to DV-2(555|777), the band structure exhibits direct
band gap semiconducting behavior, but not at K point. Besides, SOC effects influence the electronic properties of perfect and defective stanene, specifically the band gaps. Our theoretical calculation may supply insights into the identification of point defects in further experiments and the cognition of their effects on the electronic properties and potential applications of stanene.
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